The Royal Cornwall Museum's Winston Graham archive
(i) From Cornwall Today, March 2015; author: Viki Wilson
Fans of the Poldark novels, and indeed Winston Graham's many other
books, can discover hidden gems about the stories and the author in the
wonderful archive of papers and books which belonged to him, and are
currently held at the Courtney Library in the Royal Cornwall Museum.
The archive was donated to the museum by Dr Andrew Graham, Winston's
son, following an exhibition about the author's life and works at the
museum in 2008. It comprises a wealth of material including original handwritten manuscripts, research notes, editions of his novels and also very
personal documents, such as the rejection letters for his very first novels,
and the first letter of acceptance. There are even school reports, complete
with ironic [sic] commentary from his headteacher, and what appears to
be his very first attempt at writing a story as a young child.
It is fascinating to look through the handwritten manuscripts of the Poldark
novels, which match almost perfectly the finished text in the published
books. Written in leather-bound books, the manuscripts offer a marvellous
insight into how the author put the stories onto the page, with the various
notes and crossings out all carefully documented so the books could be
translated into print. There is also much evidence of the incredibly detailed
research that Winston Graham carried out. For example, in just one folder,
relating to one small part of a story, there are vintage books on steam
engines, schematics of mining equipment along with photographs and
academic journals on the subject. At other times it seems Graham has
drawn his inspiration from a single postcard with a photograph of an 18th
century [sic] stagecoach on the back.
Some of the notes that Graham made also reveal telling insights into the
inspiration for the stories. In one document, Graham has sketched out the
Poldark family tree, going back not just one, but two generations from
brothers Joshua and Charles, who are the older generation at the start of
the very first book. The extent of this family tree caused Andrew Graham
to remark that it almost seemed it was based on a real family, and that
perhaps it was.

There are also various editions of Winston Graham's books, which
numbered more than 50 [sic], beginning with 1934's The House with the
Stained Glass Windows, through to his final poignant Memoirs of a Private
Man, published the year he died in 2003. It is notable that Graham's novels
were published throughout the war years – the Poldark series began with
Ross Poldark in 1945, and ended with Bella Poldark in 2002.

The Royal Cornwall Museum, River Street, Truro
Despite his enormous success and huge following, Winston Graham never
sought the limelight, remaining – as the title of his final book reveals – a
private man. But as Graham himself writes at the end of his book, "I have
now written a great many novels and must through them have surely
revealed a fair amount of my own nature and personal feelings. Let that
suffice."
For those who were enchanted by his stories, the intricate detail of his
research, the vivid descriptions of Cornwall and the characters who
seemed to step off the page straight into your imagination, the archive is
an incredibly valuable legacy which sheds even more light into the life and
works of this much-loved author.

2008 Exhibition:
(i) Part of the display
(ii) Advertising

(ii) The RCM, Truro Winston Graham archive
Most of the WG-related materials held at the Courtney Library of Truro's
Royal Cornwall Museum were donated by the author's estate in 2007, with
a smaller second tranche following in 2011. Both batches were accompanied by a rudimentary loose-leaf catalogue of contents which (now
combined into a single document) proves to have been so carelessly and
inaccurately written as to be of limited use. Worse still, although the
Library has now held the archive for twelve years, no attempt has yet been
made to sort through and properly catalogue its precious trove, either on
paper or online – nor does there seem to be much likelihood that this task
will be undertaken any time soon. Nonetheless, if you should visit the
Library, here are some of the artefacts you can see:
Assorted manuscripts: (a) novels
The above article suggests that all twelve Poldark manuscripts are held.
Sadly, however, WG did not retain the first four, which, together with all
others pre-dating his 1960 relocation from Cornwall (via France) to Sussex,
are lost. Even so, the Courtney Library does hold manuscript copies of
eighteen WG novels, comprising the last eight Poldarks (1973-2002) plus
After the Act (1965), Night Journey (1966), The Walking Stick (1967), Angell,
Pearl and Little God (1970), Woman in the Mirror (1975), The Merciless
Ladies (1979), Cameo (1988), Stephanie (1992), Tremor (1995) and The
Ugly Sister (1998). The nine notebooks used to draft 1986 novel The Green
Flash are held by the Howard Gotlieb Archival Research Center of the
University of Boston, Massachusetts, USA and the whereabouts of The
Grove of Eagles manuscript is (despite claims to the contrary in the Library
catalogue) unknown.
The manuscript notebooks for Angell, Pearl and Little God (a set of twelve)
are shown on the page below. (The archive also holds a 150-page
abandoned early draft of that novel which differs considerably from the
published work.) But perhaps the most interesting such set is that of The
Merciless Ladies, which WG re-wrote in 1978-9 from his 1944 novel of the
same name. Since large swathes of text are common to both editions, WG
pasted into his notebooks 179 pages or part-pages photocopied from a
copy of the original work in order to save himself a great deal of redrafting

time and effort; similarly the Cameo (formerly My Turn Next) notebooks
include seventeen such paste-ins, all in Chapters 19-21, though in both
Night Journey (1941/1966) and Woman in the Mirror (formerly The Giant's
Chair, 1938) there are none.

!WG's final draft of Angell, Pearl and Little God in twelve notebooks!
(b) other books
Drafts of The Spanish Armadas, most of Memoirs and nine of the fourteen
stories in The Japanese Girl are held, although of Poldark's Cornwall,
strangely, there is no sign. Here is the manuscript opening of Memoirs of a
Private Man:
I spent my seventy-fifth birthday at the Hotel Formentera in
Majorca. In the morning I looked out at the brilliant sun and
the azure sea, and then I looked at myself in the mirror in the
bathroom and said to myself: "You've come a long way. How
much further is there to go?"

What did I see? A man who is frequently mistaken for
being years younger than his real age. I had lived on the whole
an easy life – at least physically – and a happy one. I had
worked unsuccessfully (?) at my chosen profession and made a
success of it and there isn't much better a way to live than that.
I still had all my own teeth. I was bald – a family failing – but
the grey hair around my ears had only recently turned white
and begun to encroach on the good brown of the rest of my
scanty hair. I was five feet ten and a half inches tall (shrunk
from five feet eleven and a half in my youth) and weighed an
almost unchanging eleven stone seven – or 161 lbs. My hearing
was good. My eyesight too, considering all the hard work it had
had to put in. Bifocals five years ago; bad for vanity but much
simpler than the inevitable wearing now and then and the
snatching of glasses from the breast (?) pocket every time there
is something to read. For ordinary purposes I can still see well
enough without, to the extent of forgetting that I haven't got
them on. Some restraint in watching TV and a lack of tolerance
for the boring book or one which takes too long to make its
point. But these are precautions against eye-ache, not a real
necessity.
I eat well and sleep well but dream too much. As a young
man I always had a lot of nervous energy but little stamina.
Physically I always tired very quickly so that for very many
years getting older seemed to make virtually no difference.
Only in the last six or seven years has there been a steady
deterioration of what I could do and the amount I could do. The
earth's gravitational pull has steadily increased. But, counting
blessings, I still work, play golf, go to London to one of my clubs
a couple of times a week, take frequent long overseas holidays
and live a generally active life. I drive two cars: an XJS Jaguar
and a drophead Alfa Spyder, and in one or other of these I take
a continental holiday every May and visit Cornwall about twice
a year.
Looking in the mirror at my creased and craggy face I
realise how lucky I am, though am aware, such is the uncertainty of life at this stage that this luck may last another ten

years or only another ten weeks. And there's nothing I can do
about that.
I have been married forty-six years and my only big regret
about it is that I could not afford to marry five years earlier, so
that we could have had another five years of fun together. I
have one son and one daughter, long since flown, and three
grandchildren.
Successful? Yes indeed. For the last twenty-five years I
have never had an overdraft or any debts, and my only money
worries have been concerned with the amount of tax I have had
to pay.
I am, I suppose, what is called 'a popular novelist' …
(c) published but uncollected work
The archive retains copies of ECLIPSE (a short tale published only in the
Sunday Express of 8 August 1999), THE HORSE DEALER (a Jud Paynter tale
published only in the Western Morning News during April / May 2002), THE
MAN FROM THE MOOR (an early version of GIBB, published in John Bull on
24 January 1959), THE SUNCHURCH WONDER (published only in John Bull
on 7 June 1958), WG's last story, MEETING DEMELZA, published only in
Scryfa, Volume One in 2003 and more.
(d) unproduced / unpublished work
Including short stories SIGH NO MORE, LADY (circa 1939), THE ONE THAT
GOT AWAY (1961), MILLENNIUM (2000) and CHRISTMAS AT NAMPARA,
1820 (2002) in type or manuscript; a MERCILESS LADIES filmscript from
1948, a 1962 TV screenplay called TOP SECRET – NEXT OF KIN; a 75-page
film treatment called THE GAMING HOUSE and a 37-page film scenario
called FIND THE LADY. A screen adaptation of After the Act called HOROSCOPE was written by J. A. Ross.
(e) plays
The archive holds bound typescripts of Seven Suspected and Circumstantial
Evidence (see next page) – i.e. two of the four plays from his pen produced
during his lifetime. (Of his fifth and only non-produced play Forsaking All

Others there appears to be no surviving manuscript.) This precious copy of
Seven Suspected is surely the only one of its kind in existence.

Correspondence
Including nine letters sent to WG by Tom Attlee during the period 19381954 offering sometimes trenchant opinion on Graham's draft manuscripts
plus a few others from Ward, Lock (his first publisher), A. P. Watt (his first
agent), Denis Hocking (a Truro pathologist), Frank Swinnerton etc. Given
the extreme length of WG's literary career, the very modest number of
letters held by the archive is disappointing.

The last page of Tom Attlee's last (11 March 1954) letter to WG
Ephemera
(a) A Longsight Grammar School Weekly Report covering the first quarter
of 1923 and Principal's Certificate dated 21 January 1924 which together
show WG to have been an outstanding pupil.
(b) The item referred to by Viki Wilson as possibly WG's "very first attempt
at writing a story" is a charming document comprising three grubby pages
torn from a notebook, each pencilled untidily on both sides, with two
drawings supplementing a text which breaks off in mid-sentence part way
through "Chapter Two". How much of the tale – which involves monsters,
lions and hunters in the Brazilian jungle – is missing is impossible to say,
but the young child who painstakingly wrote what remains clearly possessed both a lively imagination and impressive language skills – so why not
WG?
(c) On the next two pages, four postcards (all blank on the reverse) held in
the RCM archive: (i) Trevithick locomotive, 1804 (model), (ii) "Puffing Billy"
locomotive, 1813, (iii) "Rocket" locomotive, 1829, (iv) Holland & Holland
stage coach, circa 1840.

The three steam engines are in the Science Museum, London and the stage
coach is in Glasgow's Museum of Transport

(d) The archive includes the drafts of a small number of addresses either
given – or, in one case, written – by WG through the years:
(i) In 1936 / '37, on "The Novelist at Work": I don't want you to
think I'm underestimating the value of inspiration, but the man
who spoke of 2% inspiration and 98% perspiration wasn't far
wrong so far as novel writing is concerned …
(ii) In 1951, on "Perranzabuloe Parish Council": the record of the
Parish Council … makes stimulating reading. Here fine things
have been done by an ordinary body of men who have been
keen enough to make local government 'work' …
(iii) In 1958 Jean Graham introduced a motion deploring the
Americanisation of British television with lines penned by her
husband: American culture is good and fine – for America. I
think ours is better – for ourselves …
(iv) Notebook 8 (see below) includes the six-page draft of a
speech by WG on the subject of John Galsworthy. Like almost
all his notebook entries, this one is undated – but since it is
accompanied by other notes which must have been written in
1971 or '72, it was probably (though by no means certainly)
composed around that time. In any event, here are its opening
and closing lines:
I remember the occasion very clearly on which I first
read John Galsworthy. I was nineteen and at that
time living in a house in a remote part of Cornwall –
too remote to be within reach of electricity or mains
water. My father had recently died, my brother had
married, my mother was temporarily visiting [?] him.
One evening I sat down to supper by myself and
opened the first page of A Man of Property and
began to read it – perhaps appropriately – by the
light of a rather ornate Aladdin lamp.
Reluctantly at first – with the reluctance, the
slight reservation I've had all my life when starting

to read a new author or, in particular, a recommended author – I found myself sinking deeper and
deeper into the world that John Galsworthy had
created – one that I had never known, because I was
not a rich, middle-class Londoner; one that I could
never know because the world of which he had
written was already gone.
This absorption, this complete absorption,
which is the greatest joy of reading, and one that
comes ever less frequently as one grows older – the
last time I remember it happening to me was when I
read [Lawrence Durrell's] Alexandria Quartet – this
absorption in the world Galsworthy had created was
for me absolute … …
… … He will take his place with Trollope as one of the
great recorders of the English scene. If his spirit lives
on in some agnostic side-corridor of heaven, let it be
reassured tonight that his place in English Literature
is not ultimately in doubt.
(v) The archive also holds a set of 8 x 8 inch prompt cards
written by WG for a Savile Club speech given possibly in 1999,
though date and occasion are unrecorded. Their content is too
brief to reconstruct his address, though intriguing (he planned
to tell limericks!) nonetheless.
(e) To celebrate the centenary of his birth in 1908, from 14 June to 13 September 2008 RCM ran an exhibition called The Life and Times of Winston
Graham and some of the notes used in its preparation now reside in the
archive. From these we learn that "he liked bright pink shirts"; that he
became a member of Perran Lawn Tennis Club on 26 March 1926 and
joined Perranporth Toc H on 18 July 1934 (that group met, incidentally, "in
a corrugated iron hut at Bolingey that still survives"); that "Botallack Manor
[was] the inspiration for Nampara, [which is] a Perranporth place name";
that "I Saw Three Ships" was Winston's favourite carol, and that the
beaching on Perran Sands on 7 March 1901 of Dutch schooner Voorspoed
(meaning Prosperity) "influenced the writing of Poldark." Out of Cardiff

bound for Brazil, the vessel was loaded (according to the cabin boy, overloaded) with coal and machinery.1 Captain K. W. de Grooth later wrote: "I
have been wrecked in different parts of the globe, even in the Fiji Islands,
but never among such savages as those of Perranporth."

Voorspoed aground on Perran Sands in March 1901. Those in attendance
don't look very "savage" – and thanks to the pluck and ability of the local
rocket and medical teams, no lives were lost either.
Notebooks
"I wonder if he has a photographic memory … or does he carry a notebook?" So mused Richard Church in a review of Angell, Pearl and Little
God.2 The day after it was published, WG responded to his friend: "As a
matter of interest, I never ever carry a notebook – though when I come to
the task of writing I almost always wish I had!"3 Though WG's response was
doubtless true at that time, the Truro archive suggests it was not ever so.
In 2011 RCM received a bundle of twenty-six assorted notebooks used by

WG through the years. Though the majority are too large to have been
"carried", eight are pocket-sized (6 x 4 inch) books that probably were
carried, with the remainder comprising three 9 x 7 inch hardbound books,
eleven 8 x 6.5 inch exercise books, one 8 x 5 and two 7 x 4.5 inch spiralbound notebooks and one 7 x 5.5 inch writing pad. Some are very hard to
date, some have mixed-era content and several have missing and / or many
blank pages. The majority (to judge by the handwriting) date from the
author's later years, although number 8 is from the mid-seventies,
numbers 2, 6, 7 and 25 are from the sixties and number 3 is from the fifties.
Though I haven't had time to look carefully through them all, here is a small
sample of content:
Notebook 2 includes long lists of American slang terms accompanied by
definitions: legman – a columnist who is on his feet all the time getting
news; lash up – improvise; kook – fool; to clue up – inform; Straight up –
It's the truth etc. WG also noted down phrases or sentences that appealed
to him: A thin nail-paring of moon / Dawn was bringing the sky to the colour
of a mechanic's handkerchief / The airport bus dredged through the sludge
of traffic / A motorbike with a noise like a cup-final rattle / Her voice came
over the intercom like Donald Duck with a head cold etc.
Notebook 3 includes eleven pages of faintly-pencilled notes recalling an
October 1950 crossing on the Queen Elizabeth to New York followed by a
train journey down to New Orleans, a city he did not like: Canal Street is
"ugly" and "hasn't even got a whore's allure" … "Every other corner of New
Orleans is a cheap night club. Even the banks have neon signs." Also in this
book are two draft letters, the first concerning his son's education and the
second to fellow-author and critic Francis Iles:
I have waited about ten days trying to make up my mind
whether or not to thank you for your very nice review of my
novel in the Sunday Times.
[Iles reviewed both Fortune is a Woman: "Shows what can be made of the
thriller by a born novelist ... One must congratulate the author on
constructing a plot so good that he can actually dispense with murder" and
The Little Walls: "This seems to me a book which in its genre it would be
hard to praise too highly." WG's undated letter might refer to either.]

In fifteen years I have only done it twice before [because]
I feel that the critic should be left alone and not have the
completely irrelevant personality of the novelist shoved in
between him and his judgment.
What has eventually made me change my normal practice in this case is partly the very generous nature of the review
but chiefly the name of the reviewer, since I have admired all
the Iles books since the classic Malice Aforethought in the
original Mundanus edition a good many years ago and this
doubles the value to me personally of the notice.
Pencilled in the back of Notebook 3 are seven lengthy, detailed character
sketches:
Gene Van Dee – aged about 40, would pass for 24 …
Dr. Morrisey – a stout figure and a bald head …
Alice Graham – a pale skin, dark eyes and a rather sloppy
figure.…
Christopher Pawley – a man from out of his era. He should
have been an Elizabethan …
Mrs Pawley – a Roman Catholic. Tall and scrawny and angular
and supremely conventional …
Miss Pawley – a thin, anaemic-looking, tight-lipped woman
who always speaks with a slight frown and scarcely ever opens
her eyes properly as if she has a perpetual headache …
Mrs Genotine – a big woman, 5ft 10, of about 48 or 9 with the
remnants of bold good looks …
Notebook 25 includes notes on the earliest and subsequently abandoned
draft of Angell, Pearl and Little God, when Pearl's family's name was Cabot
and the story was set in a fictionalised Bristol.
Notebook 7 includes two pages of musings on the idea of "a play about a
psychopath"; also a draft letter about research into the Killigrew family
(subject of his 1963 novel The Grove of Eagles) in which Gregory Peck had,
"without prompting" somehow become involved. And whilst on Grove, the
two archived notebooks said to contain part of the book's draft manuscript
in fact contain notes made during WG's researches into his subject; the

second, mostly blank, ends with him giving consideration to the novel's
filmability.

This postcard, sent by Jean Williamson to Winston Grime on 29 March 193?
was slipped inside one of the notebooks. On it she reports her progress on
what sounds like a drive back from London: … Did Bristol in 3 hours 20
minutes. So far no mishaps and feeling perfectly fit. No headache or any
other ache … I found Exeter the most trying, but managed to get through
OK. Writing again. Love Jean.

Much the most illuminating notebook is number 1, in use from the early
fifties through to the nineties. It is divided into eight separate sections:
(i) CHARACTERS offering 74 vignettes on eleven pages drawn
from either observation and / or imagination:
– A very reserved sort of man with a vivacious wife
who pumps emotion and enthusiasm into him.
"Frank was simply thrilled with it, weren't you,
Frank?"
– A wet smoker. Often doesn't look at you when
he's talking but fixes you for a long minute when
he's finished.
– She'd got a voice like a bed-spring.
– Eyes like black sloes picked out of a bush with
the dew still on them.
– He had a face like an earthquake tremor.
or reading:
– Her skin in the sunlight was like vanilla ice cream,
where the jacket buttons had come undone. [From
Concluding, a 1948 novel by Henry Green]
– Pirandello once said that he had no life outside
his writing: he was whatever you wished him to
be. "There is someone living my life and I know
nothing about him."
– Meredith: his face beneath a tousled thatch of
grey hair, soft as the finest wood-ash and combed
down into a fringe upon a high round forehead ...
etc.

(ii) SCENES (36 entries; five pages)
– Under the orange afterglow the sea had become a bright
willow-pattern blue, so full, so overflowing, that it looked as if
the land would never contain it.
– Wind ruffled the corn, making it seem to smoke.
(iii) POEMS (five, including this one):
West is the Wind and damp the air,
Black trees clawing the gusty sky.
Sheltered valley and hillock bare,
Green field, brown field, hurrying by.
April train from Truro town
And skies may weep and skies may frown
And storm embroider nature's gown
By the sea on an April morning.
Mantling the seagull's mournful cry
Sea fret and sunshine cross the shore
While keens and moans in mock reply
The wind about the carriage door.
April train from Truro town
And skies may weep and skies may frown.
But joy's aboard if you hasten down,
To the sea on an April morning.
(iv) IDEAS FOR STORIES (20 entries; six pages)
– An auction sale in which the murderer tries to buy the evidence he knows will incriminate him. Could this not be worked
backwards, perhaps, beginning with the auction sale?
– Titles: Object No Money / Criminal Conversation (an old legal
definition of adultery) / White Maria / Remains To Be Seen

(v) THOUGHTS (40 entries; eight pages)
– Few of us are consciously happy. So many of us achieve
happiness only in retrospect. We look back on our lives and
think: I was happy then. At its lowest it is a sort of judgment by
contrast: it was so much better than what went before or what
came after.
– Words are like coins. They come out of the Mint fresh and
shining but they wear smooth with use. And the smoother they
wear, the easier they come, and the easier they come the
more suspect they are.
(vi) QUOTATIONS (160+ entries; 23 pages)
– From V. S. Pritchett, Bernard Shaw, Eliot, Steinbeck, Greene,
Mary Mitford (about Jane Austen), Goethe, Wilde, Elizabeth
Barrett Browning, Lawrence, F. E. Halliday, Madox Ford (about
Conrad), P. D. Ouspensky, St. Augustine, Shakespeare, Laski,
Nabokov, Orwell, Beerbohm, Boccaccio, Camus, Chesterton,
Churchill, Lloyd George, Macmillan, Mencken, Chandler, Saki,
Heller, Huxley, Jung, Cezanne, Picasso and more …
(vii) SAYINGS (23 entries; two pages)
– First you're created, then you're mated, then you're cremated
– Only in the best circles can the worst things happen.
(viii) OTHER (51 entries; eight pages)
– One of those disappointing men who, if you give them an
inch they take an inch.
– Critics are as artful as a wagonload on manqués.
– I had twins and called them Alpha and Omega because I
decided they should be the first and the last.

!Reader's Digest, 1967 / 1993 – more archived material!

Last of the eleven notebooks used to draft WG's final
novel, Bella Poldark

NOTES AND SOURCES
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Royal Cornwall Gazette, 14 March 1901. Voorspoed came
ashore just 3-400 yards from and just ten weeks after La Seine,
the French barque whose fate inspired WG's The Forgotten
Story.
2
Country Life, 5 February 1970.
3
Letter dated 6 February 1970 in the University of Manchester's John Rylands Library's Richard Church Papers.
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